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on DVDÂ ."There is a huge void in the market of male-specific

grooming products. The male grooming space is very lacklustre
and the men out there are really missing out," said Paul Collins,

founder of The Groom Box. "I wanted to fill this gap and develop a
brand that excited me as well as the men I know. Men are so busy
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products?"Q: Counting by unique IDs and grouping by dates I have
a table that stores "block chain" information where each user that
is subscribed to my app gets a unique and recorded ID. Each user
can view the state of each of their blocks at any given time. The
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table looks something like this: block_id | state | user_id
----------------------------------- 1 | 2 | 36 2 | 1 | 678 3 | 0 | 76 4 | 2 | 31 5

| 0 | 36 I'd like to be able to count the number of times a user is
subscribed and report that to a given date range on my website.
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